Salter Brecknell EPB-500g Mini Scale 500g x 0.01g
This elegant looking scale offers unparalleled weighing performance with the advantage of low cost
and affordability. When looking to quickly weigh small light weight objects including jewelry and food
ingredients, the EPB is the perfect fit.

Capacity x Readability
500 g x 0.01 g
Pan Size
4 x 4 in
Manufature: Salter
Brecknell
SKU: 816965007097
UPC: 816965007097
Weight: 1.00 lb

Please Call
(800)832-0055

Features
The Brecknell EPB Series is convenient, compact and portable.
This elegant looking scale offers unparalleled weighing performance with the advantage of low cost
and affordability. When looking to quickly weigh small light weight objects including jewelry and food
ingredients, the EPB is the perfect fit.
Offered in a stylish and tough ABS case with stainless steel weight platter and a easy to read white
back lit display making it ideal for use in any low light environment.
Includes a plastic protector cover for the platter and two AAA batteries. To enhance battery life, the
auto-off function shuts it off after 60 seconds. Features an overload and low battery indicator as well
as a push button tare and easy to use counting function.
This elegant looking electronic pocket balance offers unparalleled weighing performance, with the
advantage of low cost and affordability.
Standard features include kilogram, gram, pound, ounce and carat weighing modes, push button
tare and easy to use counting function.
Offered in a stylish and tough ABS case with stainless steel weight platter and a easy to read blue
back lit display making it ideal for use in any low light environment.

Specifications

Model

EPB-500g
816965007097

EPB-3000g
816965007103

Capacity X
500 x 0.01 g
3000 x 0.1 g
Readability
Units
kg, g, lb, oz, tl, ct
Functions Weight mode, tare, counting, calibration
Annunciators Overload and low battery indicator
Auto-off
Shuts off after 60 seconds to help enhance battery life
Calibration Three point
Tare
100% push button
Operating 10° C to 30° C
Temperature 50° F to 86° F
Weighing 100 mm x 100 mm
Platter
4" x 4"
Scale
5.5" L x 4" W x 0.8" H
Dimension 140 mm (L) x 107 mm (W) x 20 mm (H)
Product
0.125 kg / 0.276 lb
Weight
Certifications RoHS compliant, CE approved
i81u812
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